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Technology Days 2018
Oil & Gas Industry
Dates and Locations
May 29, 2018
Southern Alberta Institute of
Technology (S.A.I.T)
Room: V202 The Symposium
in the Campus Centre
1301 16 Ave N.W
Calgary, AB T2M 0L4
Registration
eventloom.com/event/
home/CalgaryTechDaySAIT2018
May 31, 2018
Endress+Hauser
9045 22 Ave S.W
Edmonton, AB T6X 0J9
Registration
eventloom.com/event/
home/EdmontonPTUTechDay2018

Agenda
8:30 a.m.	Registration & Breakfast
9:00 a.m.–2:30 p.m.
Complimentary Lunch

CLEAN PROCESS

Go with the flow — How to verify, prove and calibrate Coriolis technology
Speaker: Kyle Kergen
Accuracy is critical in process automation, potentially affecting quality, consistency, efficiency
and even safety. Gain a thorough understanding of flowmeter calibration, verification and
proof testing as it relates to your operations. Explore industry standards and practices to
ensure regulatory conformance for your business.

The evolution of the Coriolis meter

Speaker: Kyle Kergen
The Coriolis meter has come to dominate many discussions in measurement and is arguably
the most accurate flowmeter on the market. Take a closer look at how this meter has evolved
and what the future looks like, now. Learn about the new Proline series, unique built-in
Heartbeat diagnostics, new entrained gas and gas void fraction measurement capabilities,
viscosity measurement, water cut measurement with just a Coriolis meter, and more.

Liquid analysis for industrial applications

Speaker: Duncan Hoyle
Water (and steam) is a key input into industrial processes as well as a valuable resource. As
regulators take a closer look at water quality issues, end users are leveraging new technologies
to meet regulations but also to optimize operations. In this talk, we will discuss the use of
intelligent communications for support in water analytics, as well as solutions that assist with
equipment lifespan management and cost reduction.

Storing value — State-of-the-art tank gauging solutions for controlling
and monitoring of the inventory of your tank

Details and registration
scca.events@ca.endress.com

Speaker: Dirk Steyn
Your tanks contain valuable product which requires accurate assessments of its quantity and
value. This information is crucial to the efficiency of your operations and for commercial
decisions that impact your bottom line. Let us show you how tank gauging solutions from
Endress+Hauser will help you reduce inventory costs, increase productivity, maintain uptime
and increase safety.

